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Introduction
This is going to sound a little silly, but the first thing you must do to recruit more
people in your business is to let people know that the opportunity exists!
Let me tell you a story. When I first went to a party as a guest, I didn’t even
know there was an option to join the business. I really loved the party, always
loved this company's products and all throughout the party I was watching the
consultant wondering if this was something that I could do!
I was definitely a good lead. But, the consultant at the party never mentioned
the career opportunity. She never asked anybody if they were interested. She
did not put any information out there for the guests.
In the end, I called the company directly and joined that way.
My story is by no means an exception! There are many, many consultants that
are too afraid to mention the business opportunity. They are afraid of getting a
“no”. They are afraid of seeming pushy or “salesy”. They worry about putting
people off….
But if people don’t know the career opportunity exists, why would they join
your team?

Let people know that
the opportunity exists!
Let me assure you that you won’t sound like a sleazy salesperson if you talk
about you. If you show your passion and talk about how much you love it, how
much support you get, how much you enjoy the training rather than talking
about how much money they can earn or how well they’ll do. If you share your
passion and the career opportunity this way, you won’t come across as “salesy”
or pushy.
You’ll come across as enthusiastic or passionate.
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How to make this book work
This ebook is full of ideas and tips to help you grow your business. But, to make
this ebook work for you, you need to do 2 things:
flip the script
get out of your comfort zone.

Flip the script

What do I mean by “flip the script?” I mean, stop thinking of it as recruiting
people into your business. Just. Stop.
Think of it as offering this wonderful opportunity, this lifestyle that you so enjoy.
Think of it as helping others achieve their goals.
Think of it as sharing the flexibility and fun that you enjoy.
Think of it as sponsoring.
When you’re sharing your opportunity, you are offering people a hand, you are
offering to take them on a journey with you. And some people will take your
hand and go on that journey. And some people won’t. And that’s okay. Most
people won’t stop liking you or buying from you if you make them an offer.

Get out of your comfort zone
The second thing you need to do to make these ideas work for you is to get out
of your comfort zone. In this ebook you’ll find a wealth of ideas. Some will suit
you, some won’t. But if you don’t even try them out and reject them before
you’ve even given them a test-drive, you’ll never grow as a business person.
It’s not enough to just read this ebook and then put it away with the expectation
that you're now magically better at sponsoring. You’re going to have to take
action.
At the end of this ebook, you’ll find a worksheet that encourages you to try new
out new ideas. I highly recommend you use it and start experimenting with the
ideas listed in this book. And I also encourage you to indeed think of it as an
experiment. And with experiments it’s okay if some ideas don’t work for you or
don’t work the first time. Try out as many ideas as you can. You will find that the
ones that work with your personal style will float to the top and become part of
your business.
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30 Game Changing Ideas
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Attitude adjustment

So what stops us from sponsoring? For many people it’s a fear of rejection.
Rejection is unpleasant and none of us like it. But, to become an effective
recruiter, you’ll need to overcome this fear, or at least learn to do the things we
need to despite the fear. I have found the following things helpful:
First acknowledge this fear without beating yourself up over it. It’s okay to
have feelings.

Remember that when someone doesn’t take you up on your offer, it’s not
personal. They are not rejecting you. They are just not ready or interested in
this particular business at this particular time. This is not their journey (yet).
Remember recruiting is a numbers game. The more people you ask, the more
people you will (eventually) recruit. Knowing this, perhaps you can start to
keep a record of the number of “no’s” you get before getting a “yes”.
Gamify your recruiting efforts. Set up a prize system based on the number of
calls you make to leads (for example a movie ticket for every 10 calls). When
you do sign someone up, make sure you celebrate your win with a big reward!
(You'll find a call tracker sheet in the Bonus Printables.)
Listen to self-development books and podcasts in your car. Learn to see your
car as a rolling university or a motivation engine. Continue to grow and
develop as a business person.
Watch your self-talk. Do you often find yourself saying things like “I’m so bad
at recruiting” or “I’ll never recruit someone” or similar negative things? Flip
the script. Say positive things instead, even if you don’t believe it just yet.
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Affirmations

Every day I’m getting better and better at
recruiting.
I always know what to do and what to say.
I am attracting an ever increasing number
of people who will be glad to join me in my
business.
I love sharing the business opportunity with
other people.
I am passionate about offering other people
a fantastic opportunity.

www.directsalesinspiration.com

Packs, signs and props

2
3

Always take recruiting packs with you to parties and events. That way you’re
prepared when someone shows an interest and you can capitalize on their
interest immediately. Give the lead the recruiting pack and let them know you’ll
follow up in a day or two so they can ask you any questions they might have.
To save on full recruiting packs, you can create a pre-recruiting pack yourself
with some information on the career plan, a business card, and relevant joining
pages from old catalogues. Also include your personal story as a consultant with
your company. When a lead shows more interest you can provide the full
recruiting pack. Your aim with this pre-recruiting pack is to tantalise possible
recruits.

Put your order forms on (mini) clipboards. On those clipboards also put some
recruiting information, career plan pages from old catalogues, or career plan
sheets provided by your company. That way the information definitely gets in
front of guests, whether you mention it throughout the party or not.
If your order forms have boxes that people can tick if they are interested in
becoming a party host or learning more about joining the company, highlight
those lines. Grab a fluoro highlighter and highlight the tick boxes to make sure
they stand out.
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Display a sign at your parties that says something like: “Positions vacant in this
area. Ask me now.” You can use a perspex display stand or a pretty photo frame
and print off a pretty A4 sign to put in it. You could even ask the host if it’s okay
to put a flyer on the front door.

When a new catalogue comes out, make the most of it! You can use fluoro
sticky notes to highlight the career options. You can write things like:
A great career option. Ask me how today.
Earn some extra cash. Ask me for me for more info today.
Earn a full time income while working part-time hours. Company offers
great flexibility!
Could you sell these products to family and friends?

8
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To intrigue guests, display a sign or lightbox that only says “$300” and nothing
else. Ask guests to share what they would do with an extra $300 per week. You
can then explain to them that with very little of their time they can all make at
least $300 extra in a week as a consultant with your company. (Of course you
want to adapt this to a figure that makes sense in your particular field.)
Another idea is to use the lightbox in your display with words or phrases related
to your business offer. Some ideas include:
Earn extra cash
#flexible
Great money
Work your own hours
Hiring now

Use a “treasure box” for a show-and-tell style recruiting bid. In a gift box, put
the “treasures” that you have gained through your direct sales business. You
display the items and explain what they mean one by one. Here are some ideas:
Love heart because you love your job.
A ball because you’re having a ball.
A chocolate bar because you can now afford all the chocolate you
desire.
A baby photo because you can now afford to start a family.
A family photo to show that you can afford special things for your
family
A recent holiday photo to show you can afford to take your family on
holidays.
Jewelery because you can now afford to treat yourself.
A photo of a house renovation or make-over because you can now
afford to do this.
Finish with a toy frog or kangaroo and ask guests to “hop over” after
the party for more information.
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Buy yourself a mini shopping trolley. Fill it with small incentives and lollies.
Attach a sign to the trolley that says something like: “Do you want to put more in
your trolley? Become a consultant today!” This attracts quite a bit of interest
from guests as most people can relate to the trolley/shopping concept.

9
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Host cheques are a nice little tool to recruit your host. Hand her a (fake)
cheque with the amount of money that you earned at this party. Suggest to the
host that her friends obviously like the products and it is a great opportunity for
her to earn some extra cash. Writing the actual amount down on a cheque has
real impact because it’s a physical object they can touch, show their partner, and
look at after the party. This will be a very real amount of money because this
was at her party with her friends.
There is a bonus Host Cheque printable for you at the end of this ebook. Each
sheet prints off two cheques, all you need to do is cut them off and take them to
your parties!

Make your recruiting brochure or information sheet look enticing. You could
roll them up and tie a ribbon around it and make the “scrolls” part of your
display. Encourage guests to take the recruiting information but keep it casual
and light when you mention it. Another idea is to put the information in
cellophane with a candy bar clearly visible as an extra reward for taking the time
to read the information. Remember to keep a record of who takes recruiting
information home because you will need to call them to follow up.
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What to say
Here are some conversation starters you can use when talking to leads or
interested people at your parties or events:
I think you’d be great at this. Have you ever thought about….?
Who do you know…? We really need someone in this area….?
You obviously love the products/company. Have you ever thought of
becoming more involved?
You could get this as part of your starter kit and always get products at a
discount when you join… (for someone who orders a lot)

10
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As part of host coaching, ask the host: “Do you think anyone coming to your
party might want to earn extra cash by becoming a consultant? I’ve been doing a
lot of parties in this area and I need some help…. “
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When someone at your party starts to ask questions such as: “Does it take long
for you to set-up for a party? Or “How much time per week do you spend doing
this?” or “How does this work around your family?” they are (at least a little bit)
interested in joining. Answer their questions carefully, display enthusiasm, and
make sure you give them your (pre-)recruiting pack and promise to call them in
the next few days.

Create desire to join your business by using a series of “yes” questions. Ask
things that just about everybody would say “yes” to. Then you finish with “Who
would like more information on joining the business?”. For example:

16

Who could use an extra $500 in the next few weeks? (Yes!)
Who here is looking for a flexible job? (Yes!)
Who would like to stay home with the kids while bringing in extra cash?
(Yes!)
Who likes to be recognized for their work? (Yes!)
Who would like to earn a bit of extra cash? (Yes!)
Who has ever thought of becoming their own boss? (Yes!)
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If you get a “no”, ask for a referral. People don’t like to say no to other people so
if you ask them a small favor (passing on your pre-recruiting pack or thinking of
someone who might be interested in the opportunity), they are generally
inclined to do it for you as they can finally say “yes” to something.

11
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Ask for helpers or volunteers to demonstrate products at your party.
Afterwards, especially if they seemed happy and confident, compliment them on
the great job they did. Ask them if they’ve ever considered becoming a
consultant. You can ask this in front of the whole group too, often the other
guests will make encouraging comments.
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Throughout your party or event, plant seeds to stimulate interest in joining the
business. Use comments such as:
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I get paid to party!
I joined to support my product habit. I love getting products at a big discount.
You should see my house after starting this, it’s full of…..
We’re recruiting in your area at the moment, be sure to let me know if you
know anyone who might be interested.
I know that a few people here tonight are thinking they might like to do what
I’m doing. I invite you all to pay attention to see how easy and fun it is to be a
consultant. (The thought will have crossed several of the guests’ minds.)
I love getting recognition for a job well done (mention some of the incentives
you’ve achieved).
I’d like you to watch me today …. My job is fun and simple….Maybe you or
someone you know is looking for a way to make some extra money.
It is well known that people need to hear something multiple times before it
sinks in. So you want to make sure you mention the career opportunity in some
way at least 5 times throughout your party or event!

Tell your story. People love stories so tell your own story and explain why you
joined, what you’re getting out of it. Don’t make it too long but do speak from
the heart. You’re bound to inspire someone in the room.
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Your host is your number one lead or source for other leads. The host
obviously loves the products and perhaps already knows a little about the
company and its values. You can get your host thinking about the business
opportunity before the party by complimenting her on a great job she’s doing
putting the party together. You can also mention that most of your successful
consultants started as great hosts, just like her. Encourage the host to watch
what you do at the party.
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Play recruiting games. A few examples are:
Recruiting Rhyme
Ask Me About My Job
The Recruiting Rhyme is pretty self-explanatory. You give each guest a piece of
paper to keep track of their score as they listen to you recite the poem.

If any selling you have done before, put down 10 to start your score.
If you have a car and are able to drive, the thing to do is just add 5.
If some extra money is what you would like, add 10 more which is just about right.
A little spare time will add to your score, for this, you may add 15 more.
If you like people and think they are grand, add 5 more and see where you stand.
Add 10 points if you think parties are fun, and when you add this you are almost done.
If you score the highest, it is plain to see a Company Name consultant is what you should be.
Add 25 more if you want to be a Company Name consultant, like me…learn how you can make
money and get lots of products for free!
Any person who adds the 25 points at the end should be followed up with about
the opportunity. Give out some small prizes (small incentives, chocolates, etc.)
for high scores as well.
You can find a printable version of the rhyme to take with you in the Bonus
Printables section.
The Ask Me About My Job game is played at the end of the party when people
have well and truly 'warmed up'. Set a timer for 2 minutes to make sure it
doesn’t drag on. You encourage guests to ask you about your job. Reward a
question that relates to being a consultant with a (chocolate) prize or a raffle
ticket (with a raffle prize drawn at the end). By throwing the chocolate prizes
(gently…) you keep the momentum going and make it a bit more active.
Sometimes nobody wants to be first and nobody asks you a question. The way to
get the ball rolling is to act like an auctioneer and ask yourself a question. Like an
opening bid. Make it funny and guests will pretty quickly join in.
Keep your answers short and succinct, don’t overwhelm people with too much
information at one time. But speak your passion!
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Use prompt cards. Not because you need them but because guests will feel like
they could do what you’re doing if they don’t have to remember every little
thing. If you look smooth and confident and professional (you know you do!),
many people will feel intimidated and not consider joining. But if you use prompt
cards and say something like: “Even though I’ve been doing this for ages, I still get so
excited I’m very easy to side-track. This will help me keep on track”
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Another way to use prompt cards is to keep all the product details on cards and
check them when a guest asks a specific question. That way they can see that
you don’t have to keep every single bit of information in your head (even if you
do). You can say something like: “They keep bringing out wonderful new products, I
don’t even try to remember all the information. Besides, this way I know for sure I’m
giving you the right information”.

Spread the word
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Attend your local markets or school fetes with your host and recruiting offers.
Some companies won’t allow you to sell products at markets but you can run
raffles to collect email addresses/phone numbers and talk to people about your
business. If possible demonstrate some of your products too.

Send a joining offer to your email database and contact old leads. You can also
use your Facebook business page to promote an offer (if that is permitted by
your company). This works especially well if your company has a special joining
offer going or if you are running your own promotion.
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Do a letter-box drop in your local area. People’s results vary quite a lot on
letter-box drops but it might be worth a try. When you do a letter-box drop,
you’ll need to do it 3 times in the same area over a 10 day period because people
need to see the same advertisement multiple times before they’ll take action.
Don’t waste your time with 1 large letter-box drop, rather go for a smaller but
repeated letter-box drop.

26
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Call regular hosts and ask if they know someone who might be interested in
joining. Perhaps offer them an extra incentive to pass your pre-recruitment pack
along. Or perhaps offer them a gift basket if that person actually joins.

Create “gift vouchers” that you put in your delivery bags. The gift vouchers can
be redeemed on products if they pass your details on to someone who goes on
to join the business. You can find some printable examples ready for use in the
Bonus Printables section.
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Put pull-tab posters that advertise the joining offer on local community notice
boards.

30

Run your own promotion (independent from the company) for people
interested in joining. You can offer a gift basket of products, pay for extra
catalogs or other company stationery, or provide a cash-back offer when they
actually join. For people who have been thinking about joining this might just be
the encouragement they need.

15
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Final Words
Now when you apply these tips and ideas, never prejudge who you’ll ask to join the business.
You never know who’s interested or who isn’t. Give
everyone a chance to join you.
We all pre-judge people, we all think we know how to spot
a lead….but the truth is that you really never know. And
even if someone doesn’t join your business, perhaps they
become a frequent host because they’ve enjoyed your
company and find your parties fun. Or maybe they know
just the person that would love to join.
Don’t listen to that little voice inside your head when it
makes “excuses” for not asking someone, that voice that
says: “she’s got a full time job already” or “she’s pregnant,
she won’t be interested for a while” or “she’s so shy she’ll
never be able to do it” or “she didn’t look all that
interested at the party” or any of the other little
comments that that little voice makes. Don’t listen to it.

Share your opportunity with
everybody.
16
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Success doesn't come
from what you do
occasionally,
it comes from what you
do consistently.
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You made it! You now have a ton of ideas to improve your
recruiting efforts.
So what's next?
Print off the worksheets in the Bonus Printable section.
Fill out the Recruiting Goal Worksheet. Plan your sponsoring
work and then work the plan.
And if you enjoyed this ebook, feel free to share it with others.

Questions?
If you get stuck, want to give some feedback, or share your story,
please email me. I'd love to hear from you!
christine@directsalesinspiration.com
You can also find more information on
www.directsalesinspiration.com
Hello beautiful. I'm Christine
Tylee.
I'm the founder of Direct Sales
Inspiration. I've been in the direct
selling industry for over 15 years and
I've built a multi-million dollar
organization.
My passion is to help others to live their
dream and achieve their goals.

Recruiting Rhyme
If any selling you have done before,
put down 10 to start your score.
If you have a car and are able to drive,
the thing to do is just add 5.
If some extra money is what you would like,
add 10 more which is just about right.
A little spare time will add to your score,
for this, you may add 15 more.
If you like people and think they are grand,
add 5 more and see where you stand.
Add 10 points if you think parties are fun,
and when you add this you are almost done.
If you score the highest, it is plain to see a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
consultant is what you should be.
Add 25 more if you want to be a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . consultant, like
me, learn how you can make money and get lots of products for free!
www.directsalesinspiration.com

Host Cheques
Give the host a filled in cheque to show them how much they could have
been paid as a consultant at their party. Don't underestimate the power of
putting an "actual" cheque in people's hands!

Brought to you by www.directsalesinspiration.com

This is how much you could have been paid today....

This is how much you could have been paid today....

Would you like a gift?

Would you like a gift?

Thank you for your business, I truly appreciate each
and every customer and host.

Thank you for your business, I truly appreciate each
and every customer and host.

I'm always looking for new team members who
would love to do what I do.

I'm always looking for new team members who
would love to do what I do.

So, if you know someone who might be interested,
please put them in touch with me. If they go on to
join, I have a fabulous gift for you!

So, if you know someone who might be interested,
please put them in touch with me. If they go on to
join, I have a fabulous gift for you!

My details are below. Don't hesitate to pass them
on.

My details are below. Don't hesitate to pass them
on.

Would you like a gift?

Would you like a gift?

Thank you for your business, I truly appreciate each
and every customer and host.

Thank you for your business, I truly appreciate each
and every customer and host.

I'm always looking for new team members who
would love to do what I do.

I'm always looking for new team members who
would love to do what I do.

So, if you know someone who might be interested,
please put them in touch with me. If they go on to
join, I have a fabulous gift for you!

So, if you know someone who might be interested,
please put them in touch with me. If they go on to
join, I have a fabulous gift for you!

My details are below. Don't hesitate to pass them
on.

My details are below. Don't hesitate to pass them
on.

Call Tracker
Call
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Result
Yes/No

Mini Reward
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Result

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Yes/No

Mini Reward
Yes/No

Mini Reward
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Call

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Yes/No

Mini Reward
Yes/No

Mini Reward
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Reward

Recruiting Goals
My big hairy recruiting goal:
How many?

Reward:

By when?

Favorite 3 ideas to try:

My new positive thoughts
or affirmations:

Reward:

3 Scary ideas I'll try anyway:

Reward:
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